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Careers. We're always looking for people who share our commitment to world leading, industry relevant
contemporary arts education. Learn more. Information
Rockschool - Shop - Rockschool Classics | RSL
The Australian Music Examinations Board (AMEB) offers graded exams for music, speech and drama in
Australia. We inspire learning and support achievement.
AMEB | Rockschool Guitar
Hi and welcome to my website. Here you will find my music, video performances, links to my bands, my book
store and free guitar lessons I have put up over the years on You Tube.
Dave Price Guitar
The bass guitar (also known as electric bass, or simply bass) is a stringed instrument similar in appearance
and construction to an electric guitar, except with a longer neck and scale length, and four to six strings or
courses.
Bass guitar - Wikipedia
A hilarious but factually correct take on the life and times of William Shakespeare, "Shakespeare Rocks!" is a
fresh, funny and up to date look at the life and times of the poet and playwright, with a cast of humorous
historical characters, amusing glimpses into some of his works and how he came 'To Be'.
SHAKESPEARE ROCKS! by STEVE TITFORD - Dotdismus
Around the World in a Thousand Years is a musical journey through the last ten centuries, showcasing
different parts of history such as the Black Death, the legend of Robin Hood, Henry VIII's six wives and
Captain Cook's voyages around the world.
PAWS AND CLAWS by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM | All
Anthony Frank Iommi (/ aÉª Ëˆ oÊŠ m iË• /; born 19 February 1948) is an English guitarist, songwriter and
producer. He was lead guitarist and one of the four founding members of the heavy metal band Black
Sabbath.
Tony Iommi - Wikipedia
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